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ABSTRACT
With the increasing popularity of microblogging and social media platforms like Twitter, researchers are trying to make use of
the massive amount of user-created data to explore new applications/tools. Success of research in data science is highly dependent
on the amount and type of data collected. For this effort, a thesaurusbased query expansion technique from information retrieval will
be used to extract additional Twitter data. Though there has been
research in this general area, our effort concentrates on applying a
thesaurus-based query expansion for Twitter retrieval. Experiments
are performed to collect Twitter data using the proposed approach
for query terms related to disaster situations like hurricanes and
shootings. We observed an increase of 32% in tweets received for
the Hurricane Harvey event, and a 131% increase in the volume of
tweets for a query related to the Vegas shooting incidence using
the thesaurus-based query expansion approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of Twitter has greatly increased over the past decade. There
have been several research efforts that use Twitter data for multiple
purposes including healthcare [6], politics and poll predictions
[16, 21], sentiment analysis in emergencies [4], developing useful
applications for detection and/or prediction of disastrous situations
[8, 9, 13, 15]. There are several reasons that Twitter data is popular
among researchers; it is available for free, is in real time, and in large
quantity. The properties which make Twitter data so interesting
for research are its scale, immediacy, and availability. Currently,
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Twitter receives 500 million pieces of data (text, audio, video) in
uploads everyday. People are increasingly using social media to
interact, share their updates or pass along news. The urge to post
one’s latest updates on social media right now has grown, and thus
Twitter is seeing more discussions/posts about latest happenings
from around the world. Twitter provides limited access to its data
for free through a public API which makes it easy for researchers
to perform data analysis.
Twitter data makes a powerful resource when dealing with life
critical situations like natural disasters, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and landslides. In disastrous situations, people seek help
from social media platforms like Twitter because they have limited/no other means of communication with the outside world. This
kind of data is very critical for disaster response divisions of government, and thus, collecting every tweet coming from people in
the affected area is highly important. The data is not only useful for
disaster management and to provide alerts [9], but also for critical
studies like analyzing the tweets to derive some insights about the
monetary damages, the sentiment of people, and disaster response
surveys. Some of the research goes far beyond basic analysis to
build tools to detect and/or predict disasters like earthquakes [8, 15]
and landslides [13].
Methodologies from information retrieval can be used to fetch
more effective, more relevant data pieces efficiently. Information
retrieval hinges on finding relevant, but also more and more data
for a given query. To achieve this objective, relevance feedback
is implemented, either explicitly or implicitly. This feedback is
used to perform query expansion, which is a term used for modifying/updating/adding to the original user query using alternative
terms. The objective of query expansion is to capture the user’s
intent thoroughly, or to simply produce a query which is more
likely to retrieve the relevant information. One of them is the
thesaurus-based query expansion method. In thesaurus-based query
expansion, a global resource is used to modify the query or add
to the query provided by the user. In other words, the technique
uses synonymous words fetched from a thesaurus resource to try
various query terms and retrieve more relevant information. The
resource used is independent of the query term provided, and is generally present online to access. There are multiple online-thesaurus
sources available, such as thesaurus.com and WordNet.
There are multiple research efforts that apply query expansion
techniques to Twitter data, but none of them apply thesaurus-based
query expansion. Section 2 discusses the existing literature. Section 3 discusses the application query expansion which uses the
thesaurus resource, and Section 5 presents the results showing
effective and quantitative improvements in retrieved Twitter data.
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BACKGROUND

There are multiple research efforts in the area on using query expansion for Twitter data collection. Zhu et al. [23] constructed a
real-time personalized Twitter search system that re-ranks search
results of data based on the user’s preferences and interests. Since
user profile terms tend to suffer from the vocabulary mismatch
problem with respect to tweet terms, a search engine based query
expansion is applied to the profile terms to alleviate this issue.
Zingla et al. [24] aimed to deal with short, ambiguous queries by expanding with semantically related terms extracted from Wikipedia,
DBpedia, and a text-mining technique that yields terms that are
commonly associated with terms in the original query, e.g. stadium
would yield football. Our work is similar to that of Zingla et al. as
we propose to find more and related tweets by expanding generally
used short queries on Twitter.
Sodanil and Ketmaneechairat [19] investigate the effect of the
number of added terms in a query expansion and experiment with
having experts choose five “subjective” terms from the ten most
frequent terms of an initial retrieval to add to the initial query. To
overcome the challenge of vocabulary mismatch in Twitter search,
Qiang et al. [14] utilize the knowledge base Freebase to generate
expansion terms that are conceptually related to the terms found
in the query. They argue that the topical structure of Freebase
makes it more suitable for such an application than sources like
Wikipedia, which contains impractically long and detailed articles,
and WordNet, which is limited to synonyms. Since recency is valued in microblogging, they also incorporate temporal evidence to
promote more recent tweets [14].
For improving Twitter search and to retrieve more relevant
tweets, Efron et al. [7] suggest expanding the documents (tweets).
Their research objective is to be able to improve search effectiveness of query on short text corpora [7]. Though it sounds relatively
close to our idea, the objective and the study are different from ours.
In their research, Massoudi et al. [12] tried query expansion based
on the highest frequency terms occurring in top n terms from the
database of retrieved results terms, but this approach can face the
problem of bias towards most frequently occurring terms; and may
be leaving out some important tweets, which may not necessarily
contain these terms [12]. In some of the recent work by Albishre
et al. [3] used pseudo-relevance feedback for microblog retrieval
by using lexical and topical evidence from pseudo-feedback with
respect to the original query. Our approach is different in several
ways from the state of the art. We propose and verify our claim for
life-critical situations of disasters; man-made or natural. In such
scenarios, every piece of information is crucial; as the data collected
is to be analyzed for making decisions about disaster management
and emergency communication.
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RESEARCH

The free access to tweets provided by the Twitter API is limited by
the amount of time in the past for which tweets can be accessed,
along with the partial data-sharing constraint. Twitter shares only
a subset of tweets through its public API, up to 7 days old. To
overcome this limitation, data was collected from an online resource
named discovertext.com. Discover text is a text analytic software
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developed by Shulman [18]. Several articles, blogs and theses in
literature use discovertext.com [2, 5, 17, 20].
It is common for any Twitter data analysis study to include a
filtering stage. Researchers have in fact implemented several stages
of filtering before conducting any analysis on the collected tweets
[13]. As the aim for this project is to investigate the application of
a thesaurus for expanding short Twitter queries and to observe if
there is some increase in the volume of tweets received, filtering
was not considered in the scope of this project. A few query terms
were selected, then the data was pre-filtered on several restrictions to ensure the data received was about the query terms only.
For experiments, the tweets corpus was collected from discovertext.com, and the natural disaster Hurricane Harvey was chosen
for the query. Two pre-filters were applied to the Twitter data from
discovertext.com as follows:
(1) Tweets containing the term “Harvey” in hashtags
(2) Tweets created for the duration of 17 Aug to 3 Sept
The first filter made sure that only tweets containing the term
“Harvey” in hashtags were received, which is one of the query
terms. The data collected was also pre-filtered based on the date
range for which Hurricane Harvey was active, 17th August 2017
to 3rd September 2017. With these pre-filters, a tweet corpus with
around 35,000 tweets was collected. On this collected corpus, a
search was conducted for the query term “Hurricane”, which yielded
5,152 tweets. This made sure only the tweets created in the abovementioned date range and containing the term “Harvey” in hashtag
and containing the word “Hurricane” in body were collected. Thus,
only relevant tweets were collected. The query would look like
(Harvey) (Hurricane) (since: August 17, 2017 till: September 03,
2017)
For query expansion, thesaurus.com was used as the global thesaurus source [11]. It is a digital thesaurus source provided by
dictionary.com. Thesaurus.com also provides millions of English
definitions, translations, audio pronunciations, example sentences
and origins of words. When searching for the synonyms for the
term “Hurricane”, terms like “tornado, gale, storm, twister, cyclone,
monsoon” were found. Using these keywords, tweets were filtered
from the downloaded corpus to find 1,644 unique tweets. As per
the filters, the query term with expansion would look like:
(Harvey) (Hurricane OR Tornado OR gale OR storm OR twister OR
cyclone OR monsoon) (since: August 17, 2017 till: September 03,
2017).

4

VALIDATION OF CONCEPT

There exists a time-range constraint imposed by the Twitter API
that disables the retrieval of tweets older than a week. To bypass
this, a python package written by Jefferson Henrique called “Get
Old Tweets” was used. It works around this by instead retrieving
tweets through the Twitter Advanced Search interface, which is
readily accessible on the Twitter website using a browser1 and does
not have the aforementioned limitations, by imitating the Twitter
1 https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en
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URL to retrieve tweets depending on the provided criteria. With this
package, the thesaurus-based query expansion can be implemented
in terms of Twitter Search keyword operators: parenthesizing and
OR. The quickest way to understand how this works is by looking at
an example. Consider the following search query input into Twitter
Search:
(“coffee is” OR “computers are” OR “apples are”) amazing
The Twitter Search engine will return tweets containing at least
one of these sets of words:
(1) (“coffee”, “is”, “amazing”)
(2) (“computers”, “are”, “amazing”)
(3) (“apples”, “are”, “amazing”)
To clarify the query expansion using a thesaurus, instead of simply appending synonyms to the original search query, which would
have the opposite effect of restricting our search and thus result
in fewer retrieved tweets, we replace query terms with parenthesized OR expressions like the one above that indicate acceptable
alternatives to the expanded terms. In practice, not every word will
need to be expanded (names for example) and thus a reasonable
implementation of thesaurus-based query expansion should provide a means for indicating that a term should not be expanded.
Terms that should be expanded are denoted as expandable terms.
The procedure for expanding a Twitter search query is stated as:
(1) For each expandable term x, retrieve a set S of synonyms
and then add x to S. For example, if x = “fantastic”, then S =
“fantastic”, “insane”, “imaginative”, “unbelievable”, “singular”,
“incredible”.
(2) Convert S to a parenthesized OR expression by forming a list
of the elements of S delimited by ORs and then surrounding
this list with parenthesis. To deal with multi-worded terms
and synonyms, encapsulate them in quotation marks. Thus, S
in the previous example is converted to the following string:
(“fantastic” OR “insane” OR “imaginative” OR “unbelievable”
OR “singular” OR “incredible”)
This implementation uses the PyDictionary package to retrieve
a list of synonyms from thesaurus.com2 . One important thing to
note is that this procedure assumes that the user wants at least one
word from each parenthesized expression. Indeed, one is certain
to acquire far more data by instead having the looser requirement
of matching zero or more words from a given set of words. Such
sets are denoted as optional sets. It is a simple modification to
specify zero or more words by taking the union of all optional
sets constructed in step 1. The query expansion procedure is then
applied to the following query, which is an example of what a
researcher analyzing social media data related to the Las Vegas
shooting might use:
vegas shooting gunman police
which expands to:
(“vegas”) (“shooting” OR “gunfire” OR “firing” OR “blasting” OR
“gunning” OR “discharging”) (“gunman” OR “assassin” OR “hit man”
OR “sniper” OR “killer” OR “triggerman”) (“police” OR “detective”
OR “force” OR “law enforcement” OR “man” OR “corps”)
2 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyDictionary/1.3.4

Table 1: Results of Thesaurus-based Query Expansion
Query
Terms

Tweets
Without
Expansion

Tweets
With
Expansion

% Increase in
Number
Tweets

Hurricane Harvey
Shooting

5,152
304

6,796
703

31.90
131.25

The search was restricted to the day of the shooting: October
2, 2017, UTC-07:00. Ultimately, 304 tweets were received without
expansion and 703 with expansion, a 131.25% increase in the retrieved tweets. All tweets were found to be relevant in this case
after manual classification, so the usual metrics like signal-to-noise
ratio are not applicable. If the sets of words corresponding to each
search term are made optional (as defined in the previous section),
an immeasurable number of tweets are received for both searches
with and without expansion because the Twitter server will halt
the retrieval after processing a large number of tweets (on the order
of a hundred thousand tweets). This is perhaps a safety measure
to prevent abusing the service. As a result, the search used in this
research was kept more restricted to enable comparing the quantity
of data retrieved with and without using query expansion. This is
justified since the goal is not to retrieve a corpus of tweets as large
as possible but instead to demonstrate that using expansion will
result in more tweets.

5

RESULTS

The results obtained by applying thesaurus-based query modifications are promising. This effort applied thesaurus-based query
expansion for two disasters: Hurricane Harvey and the Las Vegas
shooting. These specific events were chosen for our experiments
and evaluation because these are life critical situations and every
tweet can be important.
Table 1 shows the query terms used to conduct the study and
the results that were produced. As described above, query terms
like the name of the place or hurricane were not expanded. Only
terms describing the phenomenon like shooting, hurricane or gunman, etc. were expanded. As seen in the table, when an expanded
query for term “hurricane” was used, 6,779 tweets were gather as
opposed to the 5,112 tweets returned without query expansion.
The 6,779 tweets includes tweets extracted without query expansion, and hence the new tweets extracted by using expansion are
6,796-5,152=1,644. This is a gain of: (6,796-5,152)/5,152*100 = 31.90%.
The increase in tweets of 32% can be very important in disaster
situations because the disaster management [10] and emergency
communication and knowledge management [1, 4, 22] services are
increasingly depending upon social media for communication or
discovering cries for help from affected people.
The data for query expansion for the other query “Vegas Shooting” validates the results obtained. When the script was run for
the query as described in previous sections, 304 tweets were received without expansion and 703 with expansion. As discussed
before, the 703 tweets are inclusive of tweets without expansion,
i.e., tweets with original query term; therefore, there were 399 more
tweets retrieved using query expansion. This provides a gain of
(703-304)/304*100 = 131% more tweets compared to using single
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query term. In both scenarios, an increase in relevant tweets was
observed.

6

CONCLUSION

In this age of a social media connected world, the data posted on
these platforms is tremendous and contains important information which can be analyzed and studied to find interesting insights.
Twitter, being one of the most popular microblogging sites, provides scientists with a huge amount of text-based data; however,
extracting the relevant data before starting out any analysis still
poses a challenge. With the application of the information retrieval
concept of using thesaurus-based query expansion for retrieving
more data, researchers can have more data than using a single
query term. With these experiments, it was proven that a significant amount of additional tweets can be retrieved when using
synonymous terms as suggested by the online thesaurus source
thesaurus.com. This claim was tested on two disaster situations:
Hurricane Harvey which was a natural disaster and the Las Vegas
shooting which can be considered a man-made disaster. For Harvey,
the thesaurus query expansion retrieved almost 32% more relevant
tweets. The result was verified by applying the idea for fetching
tweets using the thesaurus query expansion to the Vegas shooting;
131% more tweets were retrieved with expansion.
In disaster events like hurricanes, fires, explosions, shootings
or terrorist attacks, retrieving more and more tweets possible for
analysis is a very important and challenging task because these are
life critical situations and every tweet can be crucial for the further
study. The thesaurus query expansion approach discussed in this
paper is one way to tackle this situation. As a future path, thesaurusbased query expansion can be combined with existing approaches
from literature as discussed in previous sections to compare the
percentage increase in tweets with/without our approach.
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